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ABSTRACT ,

Part of a yeah -long sociolinguistic study of teacher
and pupil perceptions of classroom discourse, this study presents.
data on pupil perceptions of discourse in play settingE. Subjects
were 165 pupils. from six second, third, and fourth grade classrooms
in a lower socioeconomic, aultiethvie eleseRary sphool. In each of
the six dlapsrooms six children wererandomly'seldcted. (stratified by
sex and peer status) to form six play groups. Each-grouF of 'children
was then videotaped while playing with construction toys. Videotapes
were played track in short: segments to all of the pupils in the
clisszOoetb which the play grbup belonged. Following each-videotaped
segment,- pupils were individually- asked to report on "what they heard
anyone saying" in that seggent of the videotape. Data obtained was
compared to data -previously obtained 'during discourse in classroomb
settings. Findings indicated that certain language events or
functions, such as attention-getting and ilwformation-giving,'occurred
frequently in both play and classroom sittings. However, in both
settings these everts were not necessarily those most salient (i.e.,
most frequently' "heard ") to pupils; The data further show that. peer
status and sex.are related to patterns of proNessing information in`
booth lesson and'.play settings. Higher peer status subjects in both
settings reported more total information (related 'to both language
and the social, contex
appeared to bg more al
settings, vitNgirls re
significantly more often
significant differeace'i
Author/MP)

in which that langupge occurred).-Girls
rt than boys to the source of language in both
orting the comments.of -other girls
than those of boys, while boys showed,no
reporting of girls! versus boys' comments.
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ABSTRACT

This report p'resents data on one aspect of a year-long sociolinguistic

study of parjicipant perspectives of classroom discourst. The subjects were*

165 pupils in'six secodd, third, and fourth grade classrooms in a lower socio-

economic, multiethnic elementary school. ,Pupa perceptions'of language in home,

school, and play settings were compared to arrve at abetter underst.anding .

of pupil perception of classroom discburse.

'
This piper presents data gathered on perceptions of language.in play set-

tings. Six play groups, randomly selected from the six classrooms, and stratified

by sex. and peer status, were videotaped playing with construction toys. Video-

tapes were played back in short segments to classmates, who reported individually

on "what they heard'anyone saying" in the play setting. Ten outside observers,

specialists and teachers in early childhood, also viewed the videotapes and

reported their perceptions of the language and interaction observed.

Findings-indicated that certain language events (functions) were impottant

(occurred frequently) in both play settings'and classroom discourse (e.g.,
attention-gettininforMation-giving, directing)', but they were carried out

(realized) very differently in the two settings." In both settings-language (-

events which occurred most frequently were not necessarily those which were

most salienCtO pupils (i.e., reurted as "heaid" by pupils most often). Sex

and status within the peer grbup were variables that appeared to affect children's

processing of sociolinguistic information in similar ways bot1settings, but

seemed to affect children's participation in discourse diffantntly in the two

settings. Observable differences in styles of imteraitton in the play groups

(e.g.,"coMpetitive vs. cooperative play; unimaginative vs. inventilreuse of

materials) corresponded to observable differences in-patterns of discourse in

the classrooms from which the play groups we're drawn.

It is concluded thAt: language production colUpetencies that were prActiced

and developed dn play groups were rarely built on or utilized in the classroom

,setting; language receptice strategies that were effective or productive in

play settings appeared to be.- somewhat counterproductive (with regard to final

treading achievement) in the classroom setting; and interaction among children

in play groups could provide valuable inforlation.about how communication skills

learned'in informal settings may affect communicative, competence andreading ('

achievement in the-classroom. Further research.in all these areas is recommended.

p
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FOREWORD

This final report is organized into five separate parts, which are:

Part I: What Did Anybody Say? (salient features of classroOm

discotirse)

Part-II: Why Do You Ask? (interpretations of the question cycle)

Part III: Rules of Discourse, Classroom Status, pupil Participation,

and Achievement in Reading: A Chainingwof Relationships.

'.Part IV: How Do WeKnow? (alternative descriptions of classroom disc

course)

Part V: Attending a5,the Discourse of Classmates in Play Settings

Copies of other parts of this report cah,be obtained from Syracuse University

at a nominal fee. ft

A number of people have contributed in/ variety of Ways -to the, conduct

of the study and the. preparation of the final report, and we are grateful to

them all: 'Rosedith Sitgreavesof Stanford University gave us invaluable advice

on questions of Statistical analysis. Roger Shuy ofd eorgetowla University and

the Center for pplied LinguistiCi was a midair consultant on the sociolinguis-

tic'analysis f the data!and was assisted-in hilyses by Steve Cahir, aldo

of the Center for Applied Linguistics..,Arqulfo Ramirez of the State Univer-

.sity of New-ioik at. Albany conducted a sub-study that Provided^a speech act

,

analysis of all thirty-six lessons. Mirgaret.Lay-Dopyera of Syracuse Univer-

sity conducted a sub-study that,provided a descriptipn'orpupil's communica-

tion patieris in playsettings.
la

Research assistants who bravely waded with us through the masses of

.data, contributing important ideas.of their own along the way, included Mary

tHamilton at the California State UniverSity at. Hayward, andgsry Galluzzo,

Fred Fagal, and Patricia Graham at Syracuse-University. .The hardy souls who

sat on the floor talking with pupils throughout the school year of 1978-79, .
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and who enabled us to gather a wide variety of relevant data because they

so4quickly won the trust and cooperation of those pupils,:were Susan Lit14 i

./.

Kitty Norton, Stephanie Gannon, and Greg Nierman.

We wi to express our appreciation to Kent Viehoeyer and Virginia *.

Koehler of the National Institute of Education for their advice and assis-

tance in dealing-.with administrative dinsyncracies of the project, and to

Harold Shatzen (Research Foundation, California State University at Hayward),

William Hough, and William Wilson (Office of Sponsored Programs, Syracuse'

UniverSity) for their_assistance in dealing with budget matters.c.

Production of this final report proceeded according to syhedule because

of. the skilful typing of Laurie Battelle,and Linda Wozniak. We are tndebtdd

to them for their cheerful assistance.

Most of all, we owe our

Bay School," who shared with

to the parents, who welcaded

thanks to the pupils and teachers of the "South

us their thoughts about language in classrooms,

us in to their homes to videotape family conver-

sations, and to the principal, who provided the support and resources to make
I

us feel at home in his.school. We have learned much from all of them, and

will not soon forget any of them.

a

r

Greta Morine-Dershimer
(Syracuse University)

Morton Tenenberg
(California' State University, Hayward)
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TNTRODUCTIDN

This report presents details of a sub-study on pdpil perceptions of dis-

course in play settings, which was part of yea;-long-,study of pupil and teacher

perceptions of classroom discourse. The study was one of eight sociolinguistic

studies funded by the,National Institute of Education to examine the general.

problem of causes and effects of inadequate learning of the rules and processes

of classroom dis&ourse., Detailed findings from the study have be4n presented

in the first four parts of this final report.

The study design involved a_comparison of pupil perceptions of language

in home, school,.and play settings as a way'of more accurately understanding

pupil -perceptions of classroom discourse. We found-this procedure to be very

Cproductive.
The plan was based on Stubbs' (1976) admonition that the study of

language in education "should be based primarily on naturalistic observations

and recording of language in -real social stations mainly in the classroom

itself, but also in the home, and in the peer group, which is the most power-

r
ful linguistic influence.on children (pg. 112)."..

Pertinent Findings From

Main Study

As the findings of the main study unfolded, we became more and mote impressed

4
with the idea that the peer group was the "most powerful linguistic influence

on children." We found, for example, that when children were asked, "Who do

you mostly talk with at home,"-57% answered -"my brother" or Aly,sister," while

. .

only 31% said "my mother," and only 12% said "my father."

There was also evidence to suggest that peer status was a facto in use

of language between peers. When children were asked, "Wbat do you say when

yod wav to get your friend's attention (or "get your friend

and "What dons your friend say when (s)he wants to get your

yoto do something ")," the sentences they generated showed

forms of address were used, dependent upon, the child's statu

7

to do something"),',

attention ,(or

that different

s within the pegr,

k
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group. For both functions, pupils low ins status with their peers tended to

attribute forms indicative of lower relative status'to themselves, and forms

indicative of h4her relative status to their-frien s (e.g., "I.say, Do you want

4.to 'de bikes ? 't; "My friend says, give me the ball.' . Pupils.high in peer), '

A

status .'tended to generate sentence toms for "getting someone to dp something"

that indicated their higher relative.status, but used more nearly equal status

forns'for "getting someone's attention." (See Part III for more detail.)

Perhaps most important of all was the evidence that the Peer group ana

peei.status were important factors in pupil attention to clkssroom discourse.

Although teacher talk predominated in lessons, pupils repIted hea).ingth& re- ,

sponSes of other pupils proportionately Jerre than teacher questions (p < .001).

(See Part IV for morwdetail.) In addition, there were peer status differences

in patterns Of attention, with pupils of higher peer-status reporting more pupil

apAkers than ,pupils of low or middle status' (p4 0 and also reporting more

.total information (e.g.:adding information on social context, who said what

to whdit, in.reporting the actual language heard) when asked what they heard

.

anyone saying in thp lesson (p< .02): (tee Part I for more detail.)
s _

/ We were-interested to note that, while peer status was related to pupil

attention patterns in classroom lessons, it was not related to their participa-

tion patterns. Pupils hfgh in peer status were no more apt toContribute Comments

in class discussions'iVan pupils low in peer status. This was in sharp contrast

to most other classroom status variables. Sex, entering reading achievement,

and, status with teacher were all significantly related to participation in class

discussions. Boys participated more than girls (p4( .01); pupils high in entering

reading achievement participated more. than those low in achievement (p f. .025);

and pupils high in status with the teacher partiOpated more than those low in

status (p .025). (See Part III for more etail).

There were certain indications that patterns of language use among pee47-

were quite different from patterns of discourse in lessons. For example, the

r-
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s,
question-response-react cycle identified so frequently in the literature on

classroom interaction (Bellack, 1966;,Mehan, Cazden, Coles, Fisher 6 Meroules,
A

` 1976) clearly accounted for most of the language is the lessons examined in this

study, yet when children described what kinds of things they did and said while

playing with their friends at home and at school,:72Y. of them reported variAs

forms of directives, or attempts to influence playtates, while only 4% reported

N

asking for information, and only 6r reported giving information. Our initial .

observations of the videotapes of play groups seemed to corroborate the children's

.reports, at least in par Our impression was that getting the 'attention of

others and attempting-t direct or influence others were the two principle

language functions in which children were engaged in these play groups. Questions

. occurred very infrequently.

:/Investigative.Questions
,

Putting thse findings and impressions together, we were led to ask the

7

folding questions':

1. Since children's reports seem to Indicate that language events.which
predominate in play-settings Are different from those which predominate

in lessons, can clear patterns of predominant language event§ in play

settings be identified by outside observers, and, if so, are these

patterns in reality different from the pasterns" of classroom discourse?

2. Since the language events which predominate ,in ledsons (e.g.,teachers':'

opening moves) are apparently not the events which are most salie
to pupils, will the language events which predominate in play set ylis

also be different from those which predominate: in children's tepOrts

of what they hear being said?

3. Since peer status is appdVently an important factor in pupil patterns

of processing information in classroom discourse, will it also bean
important factor in patterns of procesding information from converse-
eions in play groups?

4. Since peer` status is apparently not an important factor in participa -,

tion in classroom discussions', but sex is, will these pupil status
variables be factors in participation in play groups? 4

The final question of interest to us in thi's report derives from the-fact'

that we found several differences am ong classrooms with regard to patterns of

discourse. These differences were related to differences in it perceptions

4
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of the functions of language events, and also, for at least two .classrooms,

related ta'dliferenp in final reading achievement "gains." (See Part II fir:

further d ail.) We wondered whether differences in patterns of tiassroom,

'discourse might.be reflected in patterns of interaction in the play groups which

were drawn from these classrooms. Accordingly, we asked:

5. Can play groups be readily differentiated by outside obseniers with
regard to certain types of interaction, and if so, do these differences
appear to be tied to differences'in patterns -of classroom discourse?

PROCEDURES

Sub4ects

The subjects of this sub-study are 165 children in'six second, third, and

fourth rade classrooms, in a single school located at the southdrn end of the

_San Fran ilipoBa; The school is located in a lower socioeconomic, multiethnic;

urban area, consisting mainly of small, single family dwellings. Stable, twt)

parent families predominate, and the school population is also remarkably stable

4 for a lower SES community. About 45%' qf the pupils are Mexican-American, 32%,

are Anglo, 11% Black, and 9% other minority groups, including pri'marily children

, .
.

...-

of Asian and Portuguese.`extractisn. The school appears tio 4 to be well'inte=.
. .

.
..,--

grated, with numerous friendship choices that cross ethnic "lines.".

A Special subset of subjects includes the 36 children who participated in

the six play groups under study here. In each ofthe six classrooms six children

were _randomly selected (stratified by sex and peer state) to form a play group.

An attempt was also made to reflect the multiethnic character of the classrooms

in these play groups. l

N)

Data Coll4ction Procedures

4414
'The basic data iollection procedure for this-sub-study involved videotaping

.each of the six piay.gcoups identified above. In February, each play group was
.

taken out of the classroom and brought into the music room. The floor had been

covered with rugs, and a variety of constructs on toys (e.g., wooden blocks,

"nesting" plastic Tubes, Lincoln logs, colored pipe:cleaners) were distributed

41
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around a-central area of. the room. A televisiolQ6era was set iap in one corner

=--.*

.

of the room. Children Were told that they could net any of theconstruction-

toys in any way they chose, and-that the camera would videotape ,their play-
.

(By this point in the year children were quite accustomed to having lesions

videotaped regularly in their classrooms.) The videotape recorder was then

turnea'on, and allowed to run for thirty minutes. The researcherranained in

a far corner of the room for part of the play session, and wandered out of the,

.

A.

room to the adjoining stge for part of the time'.

, The videotapes thus,obtained were edited ;(3 abrit 12 minutes in length, , .

with segments selected on the basis of two criteria: clarity of thechildren's

conversation; and inclusiontof a variety of the activities which had occurred
Oft

during the 304minut9s. Each edited videotape was iAlyed back in small group

settings for all of-the pupils in the classroom to which the -play group- belonged.

.f 1

Each tape was played back in three 4- minute segments (approximat6), and typically
/

each segment - involved a different RlayactivIty. After each segment each pupil

Ni
. i

.,

.
was asked individually by a researcher, "What did Stou hear anybody saying in

that part?" /he'pupil's response Was printed verbatim on a 3 x 5 card, and

theresearcherthen-asked, "What else did you hear anybody saying?" This con-

tinued until the child couldifhink of no more resgdnses. The next segment of

the tape was then played, and the procedure repeated.

Prior to the vid:haping of play groups (in January) information was gathered

on pupil status in the peer group within each classroom. Each child was indi-

* .
-vidually presented with an array of photographs of children in the class, given

a series of scenarios, and asked to select the three children most likely and

least likely to fit each scebario. The episodes involved selection of a team

for esports contest, selection ofi a team for a TV quiz show, identification

of the children who would be,likely (or unlikely) to take charge and knoi'what
I

toldolifthere were an accident iethe room andmo adults'were around, and identi-

1
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fication of the'ehildren who ld probably be lkserved\'harging around" with
, .' -

scoresthe pupil if (s)he were followed for a week. Composite corei were,developed,
1

.

for each pupil iiccording CO how frequently (s)he was mentioned under "most
14 . 7

likely" and "least likely"categoties, and within eadh classroom plpilS'were

classified as high, middle, or low ingpeer status, on the basis of these compos-,

ite scores.

Data Analysis Procedures

.-_,

A category system wadeveloped to reflect the types of language whiebi

children reported in response to the question, "What'did you hear anybody saying?"
ek,

The categories which'emerged were then chedked against a system developed to

describe children's actual patterns orlanguage in play groups (Wood, 1977),-

and found to be roughly similar. The categories included:

:
\

.

1. ,Word Play (e.g., "Monkey bars. Monkey see, monkey do, I see A monkey...;"
"Any kind of an-i-mal; any kind of an-f-mat. ");

2. Attention- Getting .(e.g., "Lookit, it's a monkey bar;" "Look, Brian,
a windmill;" "look at me, I'm Superman.");..

3. Information-Seeking .(el., "What is it?" "Did you see 'Heaven. Can

Wait' ?" "Do you want-a hat on the snake, Manny?");

.4**:Information-Giving (e.g., "T14s is how worms are, but they aren't this
color;" "When I went to catechism, a little boy got lost and he was
,orying.");

S. 'Directing /Influencing (
plane down;" "Don't do

6. Teasing/Taunting (e,g.,
"You're.a fat Superman.

e.g., "Hey you guys, let's knock Nacho's air-
that, Danny;" "Let's make a building.");.

."The boys beat theIgirls;" "Kiss Christina;"
") ; And

111

'7. Approving/Congratulating (e.g., "That's real tall!" "You got itiDelia!")

All of the play group language reported as heard by pupils was coded, using

this category system. Coding Was dong_independently by two separate Coders.

Interco4er agreement was .87. When all pupil responseahad,been coded, the

total frequencies and propations for each category were calculated by class-

rodin. The Friedman two -way analysis of variance by ranks was used to determine

whether the types of llirage most frequently reported were similar across class-

12



room, (play groups).
, .

t
For thesubset of pupils who were participants in the rilaygrotips two ad-

.

, ditIonal analyies were caried.out. First, lor each pupil participant a measure'

of "information load" was obtained. This ureasure wasedetelinedby counting

each separfte report of actualflanguage heard asone item of information, and
..

.

adding one item of-informetion for each report. of the social context in whiCh.

the language occurred (e.g., who,said tt,'who it was said to, Whit wae,Lsaid,

- in reply). Thus, if after viewing a "sword fight" held with Lineqln logs, a

pupil reported hearing, "On guard!" it was counted as one i 'tem of information.
.

6

If another pupil reported that "Ray,Aleid"'On guard' to Gavino," it wes counted

..

-.- 'as-three items of informatfon. .

-
. ..

Second, for each pupil participant a measure of-the number of playmates
. . C , 0

cited as "sources"lias obtained. This measure could range from zero to five,

Mt

since each play group included six children. Citing oneself as a source,of

the= language reported,was not Atnted. Analysis of .varAance was used, to deiermind

-whether these two measures varied by sex or peer status of the participants.

For purposes of describing the actual language behavior inthe play grOups*

we would have preferred having a\Kfiolinguist analyse the videotapes in detail,

as we did with the classroom language tapes. Even preparing transcripts of

the interaction would have-been prohibitively time-consuming, since several

children were frequently talking at once, and much of the interaction was non-
. ,t

verbal. Since this was only'a sub-study we could not afford such a detailed

analysis. Instead we used ratings by ten independent outside observers, all of

..

whom were experienced and knowledgeable observers of young children (four proT

fessors Of human development; three classroom teachers of. primary grade children,

and three doctoral students in early%childhood education). These outside ob-
.

servers first viewed the initial th'ree to five minutes' of, a videotaped play

session in order to get oriented to the play group and identify the six children

4
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.

in the group by name. They were given no information about the children other

than their names and.grae lel/del. The videotape was then played in its entirety

(12 minutes) An4 observeis were asked-to guess the identities of the girls and

.

1

the bays who were high and low in peer status. The videotape was again playa

'in its entirety, and the observers were asked to rank the seven types of language

,

events reported by pupils (wordiplay, attention-.getting, information-seeking,

-information-giving, directing/influencing, teasing/tauntingwand
approving/'

.

congratulating) in terms, f the frequedcy with which these events had occurred
4

in that play setting. the obpervers were asked torate the play g

on a five-point scale on the following dimensions: cooperative vs. competitive

.

play; inventive vs. nonimaginative or routine use.of materials; variation vsl

repetitiveness Of activities,
. .

Each of these three sets of data from observers were placed in a ranked

format, and the rankings were analyzed for agteement.using the Kendall coefficient

of concordance (W).

FINDINGS

In reporting the +f ridings of this sub-study, we will address each of the

-
five investigrve questions in turn.

Predominant Language Events

in Play.Settings - .4

The ten experienced observers who viewed the videotAw of play groups showed

.2
....

i

significaht agreement in their rankings of types-of language events by the fre-

quency of their occurrence in each play setting. The Kendall coefficients of

concordance for,observations of each play group were as follows: "Play. group A,

W...437; Play group B, W...444; Play group C, W...629; Play group D, W -.285; Play

404

group E, W.929; Play group F, 1.1.375. Each of these coefficients is,significant

at p<.01.

As Siegel (136) notes, it is suggested that "the best"' estimate of the

'true' 'ranking ... is provided, when W is significant, by the order,of the

various awns of ranks, ." Accordingly we have used"R in determining whether

14
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c

the observed patterns of language events are consistent across classrooms.

9.

.

Table 1 presents transformed R s (the Kendall coefficient uses,highest ranking,

as 1, whije the Friedman two-way analysis of"variance used lowest ranking as

1, so a transformation was performed to yield reciprocal sums of ranks), which

have been used is a Frie*an two-way analysis of variance by ranks. As noted in
6'

ea'

the table, xr
2
is stificant at p< .001.

.1,

Not only do the observers agree, on the types of language events which ateA .

*bst and least frequent within each play setting, but across the six play settings

there is significant agreement on the\types of language events that predominate.

The most frequently occurring language events, according to these observations,

are Information- Giving, Attentionletting, and Directing/Influencing. The

least frequently occurring language events areApproving/Congrat ing and

AMP
Word Play.' Thus, the evidence doeq corroborate children's reports poin, ng

to attention-getting anddirec g/influendi as important language function&

(ligin play settings.
df

How different are these patterns from the patterns of classroom discoUrse?

In.these classrooms as in moat, the predominant pattern teacher asks a

question (Information-Seeking); Children raise their hands(Attention-Getting);

1 child answers the question (Information,Giving); and the teacher may or may

not react (possibly Approving). Frequently the teacher's opening move in this

question cytle involves several speech acts that are appropriately called

managing (Directing). (See Part IV of final report for further detail on how

this pattern is played out in these particular classrooms.) 'clearly, attention-

getting, inlormatton-giving, and directing/influenFing are important language

functions in both classroom and play settings. But this is not to say that they

-t

operate similarly in both settings.

Attention-getting is primarily nonverbal in classrooms. "Raise your hand"

is the most universally understood rule of classroom discourse (see Part III

15
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TABLE 1

f

10.

Observers' Rankings of Fre4uency

'4, of Languaie,Eyents Observed in Play Groups
(rransformed Stns of kankings)

Word Attention- Information -Information - Directing/

'Play Getting Seekins'N Giving Influencing Teasing' Approving

Playgroup A

Playgroup 13

Playgroup C

Playgroup DI
.

.Playgroup E

Playgroup F

49

34

19

38

18

37

-
. 51 '''

5i

41

42
,

56.

42

17

28

51

29.
__

21

45

52

.56',

''67

N:46

44

65

:

.

. 44

49

53

/
46

54

41

42..

40

27

58

60

20

,20

16

22

21

27

30

r

2=23.19;
p < .001

od
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.of final report). Attention-getting in these play groups was very verbal.

The most frequently used words' and phrases were: "Lookit;" "Hey, yo1.guys;"

"Kevin (or 'calling another child by name):" and "See what I'm making." These

devices certainly did not guarantee the desiredattention of playmates, and

when attention was gained, it was fleeting. No one monitored the bids and dis-

co

,

,tributed the attention among participants, as an effective teacher,might. Each-

child dispensed his/her own attention to others, rarely in any equal fashion.

1

The differences in attention-getting in the ts$o settings are clear'.

Information-giving by pupils is lAgely reactive in classroom discoufte,

i.e., it usually occurs in response to a teacher's /question. One of the conse-

,
quenFes of this is that pupil responses are rarely given in what teachers call

" comple4 sentences." The information- giving in these play groups was rarely
, 4

(

in response to questions, for few questions were asked. Rather, children volunr,.., \

teerid information that they wanted to share with others. It is interesting

to note that most of these utterances were "complete sentences," (and were

eported back as such by children who obsetved the videotape). For ekample:

I'm gonna make a bridge.
I'm finished. .

bui;ding a trap for Bugs Bunny,-
I'm going -to make a colored snake.

--This-is the Lincoln log ride, (

This is how pi* log ride goes.
It's my birthday tomorrow.
"Jade" starts with a J.
My mother's name isn't Karen.
These pipe cleaners are good for *king bracelets.
it looki like a tot.
It's so tligh I can' reach the top.

In additibne/nuch of the information shared is in the form of "part,icipant'infor-'

matIves,"#1.4., the speaker includes him/herself in the statement. This is in

11
contrast to discour4e in these children's classrooms, where "non- participant

infornatives," (talking abOut objects, events, orconcepts without personal

reference) predominftte. Clearly, information- giving is also very different

in the two settings.

4
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Directing/influencing is almost exclusiv ely the teacher's prerogative in,

,V

classroom discourse, but in the play setting'every a gets into the acti. Children'

get a good deal of practicefin this language function while interacting Agi

''\ ')
.

peers, and as Wilkinson & Dollaghan (1979) none they are.adept not only at
i

"softening" the fOrms of thei directives, the can also be skillful at indiredt

f .
, ..

. .

refusals'to follow peer,directives. -Opportunity for pupils to use this communi- .

cative skill is not often present in teacher-directed lessons.

In sum, it would a7pear that while the types of language events that pre-

,dominate ih..-etrei; play settings are also frequent events in the classroom dis-

course the children experience, the carrying ouk,of the associated language

functiatris very differeit in the two settings. The communication skills which

children miy develop in the play setting are rarely Aercised in the classroom

lesson.
.

% Saliency of Language Events ts-
...

for Children

t

!

The language events which pupils reported hearing after viewing videotape

playbacks of plly group interaction were coded using the same categories as

the experienced observers used in rating frequency of language events. For
,

each classroom proportions were derived by dividing the totIll number of responses %t

`in a particular category of language event by the total number of codable responses

for that class. (Reports olf siggle words -out of sentence context could not be

coded, e.g:, ...footprints..., ...cowboy..., ...pancake...). Table 2 presents
4

?information on tots' codable responses and.mean responses per pupil for each
.

classioom. Table 3 presents the proportions of for each type of

1
I

language event by c/aasroom. The Friedman two-way analysis' of vjriance by ranks

r
. \.
indicates that patterns of reporthig language events as "heard" are

L, it i
.

across classrooms (p*.001). . doe. .
.

(-----/
The most frequently reported types of language evedts are Directing/Ipfluencing

---../

and ingrmation-Giving, and the least frequently reported are Approving andand
o

r . .

18
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TABLE 2
Numbers of CodAlile Repoi'ts of Language Events

(Totals and Means by Classroom)

Number
of Pupils
Reporting

Total
Codable
Responses

.ifean Number;

of Codable.Responses
per Pupil

'Classroom A 25 . 290 11.60

Classroom B 24 250 10.42

Classroom C 27 254 9.41

Classroom D 29 363 12.52

Classroom E /4 308 12.83

Classroom F 25 1 406 16.24

TABLE 3
Proport4I12f Language Events

Word Attention-
Play Getting

Information-
Seeking

Information -

Giving

Reported

Directing/
Influencing Teasing

Classroom A
Classroom B
Classroom C
Classroom D
Classroom E
Classroom F

.141

.184

.020

.226

.305

.153'

.076

.112

.094

.041

-.097
.102 .

.048

.024

.059

.055

.071

.059

.321

.140,

.319

.127

.227

4

.397

.268

.370

.328

.295

'.017

.272

.138

.267

.068

.159

r

x
r

2
=22.9t3 df-6; p<'.00f

1
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/
Information- Seeking. There are certain obvious similarities and differences

here with regard to the predominance of language events Whifh are observed and

the. predomihance of language .events which are .reported. To begin with, Infor-

miiion-Giving ranks first in observed lafiguage events and second in reoprted.

language events, While Approving ranks last in both observed and reported events

`In these cases, language events seem to be attended to in rough proportion to

the frequency of their occurrence.

14.

This does notappeario be the case for Directing/Influencing, Word Play,

' or Attention-Gettingevehts. ,Directing/Influencing ranks third in observed

language events: but, it is a strong first in events reported by children. Word

'Play ranks very lowin observed events, but is clearly in the middle ranks of

reported events. These types of language events appear to be attended to by

children somewhat more than they actually occur. Attention-Getting, on the
.

other hand', ranks second highest in observed events and thirt lowest in reported

events. It would seem that attention - getting behatior fails to command the

attention of children who view- videotapes of play groups, much as it'often fails

a

ti
.

to command the atte tion of-the peers toward whom it is directed during play

'

time. Perhaps -.rtc tion skills which children learn and practice in play settings

include being alert to attempts to influence them, and screening out attempts

to get'their attention.

Pupil Status Variables
and Information Load

4

Reports by participants in the play grgyps of "what you heard anybody saying"
. -.Await

.
.

were analyzed separately to determine whether relationships between pupil status

variables and "information 'load" followed the same patterns it play settings

as -in classroom settings. Information load is a measure of the total infOrma-

tion reported back by each pupil, including'both actual language reported as

heard and data on the social context in which that language occufred. In clas

room lessons, sex was not related to variance in information load, but peer status.

4

2
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V

was, with pupils high in peer status reporting-back larger amounts of informa-
. "a%

tion than pupils of low or middle statud.

Table 4 presen mean information load fgr each sub-group be,participants.

Table 5 presents theanalysis'of variance data for these means. Peer status

contributes significantly to the variance in information load.(p.6.1), but

sex does not. Children, othigh peer status report back more information than

A

children of middle or law status. 'The mean scores suggest that low status

boys are quite different from other subgroups, but,there are no significant

.

contrasts at p4.01.
.(_

To focus more precisely on a particular aspect o information processed

in the play setting, an additional analysis was made of participants' "citations"

of other children in the group as sources of the language they reported, This

involved simply noting how many other children in the group were cited as sources

one or more times. No count was made'of the total number of citations.

11 "le 6 presents mean numbers of sources cited foreach subgroup of partici-

pants. Table 7 presents the analysis of variance-dena; these, means. Sex

contributes significantly to the variance in citing of peers as language sources

(p<.05), but peer status does not. Girls cite other iiipals as.langusge'sources

more frequently than
t
boys. Again, there.are no significant contrasts.

These data suggest that peer status variables relate to the p.rocessing of
imor

sociolinguistic information in similar ways in both classroom and play settings.

Citations of other pupils as sourcestWas not examined in quite this way in les-
..

son settings, but sex was a fdctor in the reporting of comments of other pupils,

a
with girls reporting the comments of other girls significantly more often than

those of boys, while bays showed ,nck significant difference in reporting of girls'

vs. boys comments% (Morine-Dershimer 981). Thus,,it would'appear that
a

girls process information fromlieirs somewhat differently than boys in both

400410
classroom and play settings.
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TABLE
Participant Reports of Language "Heard"

in Play Settings

I (mean informition load by sex and peer status)

Low Peer

Status

Middle Peer
Status

High Peef
Status

V (N-12) (N12) (N=12)

Females
(N=18) 22.25 23,00 34.25

Males . 14.08 23.33 30.92

(P=18)

TABLE 5

. Analysis of Variance:
Participant Reports of Language "Heard"

in Play Settings
t

ms F

124.70 1.398

508.03 i 5.697**

. 189.53. . 2.125

89.17'

Source df 'ss

Sex 1 124.70

Peer Status 2_ 1016.05

Interaction 2 379.06

Within Groups 30 2675.00

Total 35 4194.81

*/:\
p .01

-41!-

CT

22

-16.
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Females
(N=18)

Males
(N=18)

'TABLE

Pa tic pant Citati
Language Sources i

(mean sources cited by,

LoWeer
Status
(Nal2)

2.67

.67

Middle. P

Statu
(N-12)

2.50

6

ns of peers as
'Play Settings
x and peer status)

er High -Peer

Status
(N=12)

3.50 .-

-

2.33 1.67

TABLE 7
Analysis of Var

Participant Citation
as Language Sources 1-n

Source df ss

Sex 1 16.00

Peer Status 2 5.71

Interaction 2 6.19

Within Groups 30 82.,32

Total 35 110.22_

*
,; p < .05

)

23

nce:
of Peers
ay Settings

ms F

6.00 5.84*
2.86 1.04

3.10. 1.13

2.74

4

17.,



Pupil Status Variables as Factors
in Participation, in Play Settings

$

18.

The difficulty of transcribing verbal -interaction in play group videotapes,

and the amount of nonverbal interaction-VbatClccurred, have, made it necessary

po analyze "participation" in play gettingq in a rather different manner than

participation in'class discussions. In the latter case,We used videotapes and

transcripts to count the actual number of comments contributed by each pupil

over six language arts lessons taught from Septembei throUgh,January. Peer

statusAidnot.contribute sigdificantly to frequency of participation in clLss-

discussion', but sex-did.

To examine the possible effects of these factors on "participatip" in

play groups, we have turned to more qualitative measures of participation.

Our ten obserVers were asked to guesO the identities 9f the high and; low status

boys and gills after viewing each videotape of children at play. They were

also asked to indicate what cues they used for purposes of identification.

Cues reptrtedly used for identitte6ation of high peer status children included:,

other children's acceptance of his/her suggestions or directions, other children

seeking his/her attention, interaction with several other children, and playing

actively. Cues reportedly used for identification of law peer status children

included: playing alone,lanimal verbal interaction with others, inability

to get attention of others, and being teased by others.

Table 8 presents data on agreement.among observers in identifying particular'

Children as high or lqw status.. In all instances but one there was significant

agreement. As Siegel (1956) points out, agreement among raters does, not always

imply accuracy of rating. In this instance, we had a measure of.peer status

available to check observeis' behavioral ratings against peer choices. In
.41

five out tf six play groups the low status boy was significantly singled out

and correctly identified by observers. In only one of these groups was the

high states boy significantly singlelout and correctly identified. In only

two oUt of six play groups was the low status girl significantly singled out

24
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TABLE 8
, .

. /0 Agreement Among Observeis
fit Identifying High and Low Status

. Paittcipants inPlay Groups
(Kendall coefficient of concordance)

Playgroup Playgroup Playgroup Playgroup Playgroup Playgroup

A B ' C D E- F
.----"

Boys
**

48*j.19* . .49* .49***
*

. *
**

.84
**

Girls .37 .31 .67 .31 .49 .52

1

p< .05 .

**
p< .01

25
L

0.

`,1

AM%

19.
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and correctly identified by observers, while-in three other groups the high

status girl Was significantly singled out and correctly identified. It would

appear, then, that low status boys were the most readily recognizable participants

in these,play groups, and that they did participate (were interacted with)

diffefently in thecplay, setting than any other subgroup of children. This sug -.

gests that low peer status may be a more critical factor for boys in play settings
r

than for boys in classroom settings, or for girls in either play or classroom

settings.

Classroom Differences
in Interaction

Ten outside observers rated each play group on a five-point scale with

regard to three dimensions of interaction: competitive vs. cooperative play;

unimaginative vs. inventive use of materials; and repetitiveness vs, variation
L.

- of activities. (Videotapes had been edited to display as much variation of

play activities as possible; where littie or no variation existed in the original

tape it could,not be displayed in the edited tape.) The Kendall coefficient

of concordance was used to analyze these ratings (transformed to rankings).

There was significant agreement among observers on ratings of the play groups

for each play group on eadrof these intexactions. The coefficients of concor-Je

dente were: competitive vs. cooperative play, Wm.360 lip< .01); unimaginative

vs. inventive use of materials, Wm:356 (pe...01); and repetitiveness vs. variation

.

of activities, Wm.242 (p4.05).

Table 9 presents the mean ratings for each play group on each of these

Jompetitive, dnfilginatl.ve, and -repetitive ',fay were all at the

lower end of the rating scale.) The lowest mean rating on all three of the

....interactive _dimensions is accorded to Playgroup E. (This groUp focused on

building block towers for 30 minutes, with the major variation being a contest

between boys and girls to.hUild the highest tower. They "stole" each other's

-

blocks,and knocked down each other's towereo.) The highest mean rating on

6.
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TABLE 9,

Mean Riatingi of Play Groups

on Three Interactive Dimensions

'Competitive Unimaginative Repetitiveness

'vs. Cooperative vs. Inventive vs. Variation

Play Use of Materials of Activities

.Playgroup A 3.2 3.9 3.3

Playgroup B 3.3. 2.9 2.8

Playgroup C' 3.8 4.0 3.9

Playgroup D 2.8 3.4 3.1

, Playgroup E
Playgroup F

2.5
'4.2

2.4
3.7

.2.2

3.g

t.

1,

V
27
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cooperative play is given to Playgroup F, which falls in the middle range of

ratings on the other two dimensions.

ratingsThe highest mean r3tings on inventive and varied. play activities go to

.
.

* .

Playgroup C. Playgroup A is also very high on inventive play. (Group C

organizid and ran a-series-of running, squatting, and crawling razei% Group A

invented and played a(game they called "Cat's Eye.") These four play groups

stand out to the outside observers, then, with regard to the type of involvement

in play that they exhibited.

It is interesting to note that the same four classrooms stand out with

regard to our data on classroom discourse. Classrooms A and C, whose pupils

-
display-the most inventive play, according to our outside observers, were the,

classrooms whae.discourse was described by our sociolinguistic analyst as the

dullestand most routine of the six classrooms, withthe "form offdoing school"

appearing to be more important'to the teachers then any'attempts to deal with

cpntent. (See Part I of final report for further detail.)_ This result may be

surprising.to some, but it. follows.a pattern identified by Elkind, Deblinger

& Adler (1970), who found that children removed from uninteresting classrooms

OT activities were almost twiceas "creative" on a variety of _tests as children

removed from interesting classrooms or activities.

ClassroomrE,' whose pupils are rated lowest on all three dimensions of

play, showed significantly lower'final reading achicvement:(entering reading

controlled for) than Classroom F, whose pupils are rated highest on cooperative,

play. Our sociolinguist distinguished between these two classrooms as'well,

pointing out that Teacher P conduit lessons that were rather like natural

oanversayns, with "real" questions being asked, apd children contributing

information ab7t their aim experiences. Teacher E, on the other Ifindtended

to ask several children to responds to the same question, rarely identifying,

any responseas best or most nearly accurate, and maintaining "iron- fisted

.28
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control of the topic. "' (See PArt I of final report for more detail.)

A reexamination of Table 1 may provide some clues about the type of verbal

interaction occurring in these two play groups which led observers to make these

ratings of the two groups. The sums of rankings show Playgroup E to be consid-

erably higher than F in relative frequency of teasing, while Playgroup-F. is

markedly higher than E in information- seeking, information-giving, and Word -40

play. It seems possible that a more cooperative (or "natural") style of class-
.

room conversation has carried over into the play setting fpr children from Class-

room F, while a more competitive style of classroom interaction has carried

1'

ng for children from Classroom E.

INTERPRETATIONS

This special sub-study was undertaken because of some intriguing findings

N.,

from the main study indicating the importance of the peer group, and of status

in the peer group, in relation to children's processing of information in class-

room settings. Several findings from the main study also suggested that children,

perceived differences between conversations in play groups and discourse in

classrooms. The findings presented here are based on a very lim4ted sample of

play groups, yet we believe that they are suggestive of some potentially produc-

tive questions for future research.

The finding that-importani langUage functions, such as attention-getting,

information-giving, and directing/influencing, are carried out quite differently

in classroom lessons as opposed to play settings is not very surprising. However,

Many prior studies that have compsred children's language in these two settings

have focused on minority culture groups, suggesting that the differences found

e
resulted from differences between minority and dominant-cultures, and contributed

singularly to the academic difficulties of minority group children (e.g., Philips,

1972; Boggs, 1972; Dumont, 1972). These data suggest that a more pervasive

difference exists, the difference between the .subculture of childhood and the

't
cloud culture of adulthood. Most importantly for educators, perhaps, is

429. .
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the fact that th* communicative competencies which these children appear to

be practicing, and developing in play groups are rarely built on or utilized

in the classroom setting.
*.

The fact that there are important similarities in these children's patterns

4
.101af, language reception (or processing orsolinguistic-information) in class-

-

room and play settings Is thetbst interesting finding from ours own poft of

view. It would appear that these children have learned certai skills ofecrtling

out languageevents which maAxedominate in frequency of occurrence but be

perceived as less important for purposes of effective functioning in the setting

(e.g.:Iteacher questions in lessons, and attention-getting of playmates in

play setetogs). At the same time they have developed skill in attending to
.441,

language events which may'occur less frequently, but are perceived as quite

important for effective functioning in the setting (e.g., pupil responses

to questions in lessons, and directing /influencing attempts of playmates in play

settings).

The data show further that peer status and sex are related "Atte-ins of

processing information is, both lesson and play settings.. Parti ipants of higher

peer status repOrt back mere total information ;{language and social context)

in both settings. Girls appear to be more alert than boys to the source of

language in both settings, reporting back more comments of other girls than

of boys in lessons, and citing more la as sources of language in play

settings.
if

These findings suggest,to us that while the language production skills
N4

which children practice in play settings may not be frequently used in c ass-

room lessons, the language reception ;kills which they practice are bei used.
I0.

* Our data on children's interprefatiamp of the functions of question cycles
suggest that questions serve, to identify the topic that one needs to know about;

while responses, give the actual information which needs to be remembered. (See

Part II of final report foi more detail.)

30
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And certainly, children are called on to be receivers of *paguage in classroom

4
lessons more frequently than they ate called on to be produceis of language.-

The question is, are these reception skills productive or- effective in class-

room lessons. The answer would seem to be in the negative, at least with regard

to final reading achievement.

Findings in the main study indicated that, while higher attention to the

responses of other pupils was associated with higher peer status (p< .05),

higher attention to teacher questions was associated with higher entering reading

achievement (p( .001). Higher "information load," which is characteristic of

information processing in both play and lesson settings for children Who achieve

social success in the peer grqup, doesnot contribute significantly'to final

reading achievement,, when entering reading is controlled for. Girls' alertness

to language sourcesdn both settings is apparently not an academically effective

strategy either, for girls were significantly lower than boys in final reading

achievement, when entering reading was controlled for (pd( .02). (See Part al

of final report for more detail on all of these relationships.)

Th4 data from this study thus suggfet that while children appear to be

applying language reception strategies which they practice in play groups to

the classroom lesson setting; these strategies may not be information processing

strategies which lean to,effective learning in the classroom setting. In feet,

reception strategies which are effective in peer. group settings may be counter-
-.;

productive'in lessons. The possibility of detrimental effects of pee' inter-

action on the language development of young children has been raised by other

studies.(Bates, 1975; Nalson, 1973). Clearly, this is a matter which serves

further,study.

iOur findings in the main.study indicated hat participation in'class dis-

cussions was a critical variable for academic success in these classroom set-

A tings. Participirtfon in discussions contributed significantly (Vft.0027) to the 4

explained variance in final reading achievement, with entering reading controlled
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, for. (See Part III of final report.) Similarly, participation in play settings

appear") be mportant for success in the peer group. In both settings there

toappears to be me interaction between sex and acquilred status with regard to
.

, ?

participation.,
I, *

In our play groups, the boys of low,pepr tatus stand out to uninformed

outside observers, because they interact and are interacted with very differently.

They-stay isolated frpm others, are ignored in. their attempts, to initiate inter-

action, and are frequently, teased 'by, others. Thus, we might say that boys who 0

are less successful the peer group palticipate less in the play group activities

than other children. 'Thig is not true'for girls of low peer status, who are not

.

r adily identified by the outside observers.

ilkn classroom lessons, on the otter hand, girls of high academic (entering
*

.
.

reading), -status Land out to the outside observer (coder of interaction), be-

cause they act differently. They participate in &leis discussions signifi-

cantly less frequeAtly than high achieving boys (p..01). Thus, girls who at

more, successful in the academic group 4rticipate less in lesson activities.-.

These rather different patterns of re lstionghip a among sex,status and

articipation in lesson alp
/

play group settings appear to us to be iather.para-

--1,

xic-iii We make no attempt to explain them lit this point, but we do believe

1

they deserve further investigation.

The findingsrpresented here with regard to ps stble relationships between

\.,
patterns of classroom discourse and types of interaction exhibited in play set-

*
tings are also intriguing and, we believe, deserving of further study. We doubt

.
, 4

that anyone would want to' -urge teachers to become more dull and routinein their

lessons -in an' attempt to encourage more creative play among their pupils
.

during
or ,

'free time. 41/It would 'certainly be worth knowing, however, whether more "natural"

qonversational language in lessons is related to both increased academic, learning.

.
..

f. 1,
and more cooperative play among children in other school settings. Our Teacher

F demonstrates that'such a relationship (desired by many) is at least possible.

WINNI
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We earnestly hope that further studies may give us additional information about

the probability of such relationships occprring.1
1

We have one final.observation. All of our findings deem to lend strength

to Stubbs ' (1976) statement that the peer group is "the most powerful linguistic

influence on children." Mre-has been much interest in recent years in comparing

home and school settings in order to identify "discontinuities" which may exist,

and may contribute to children's difficulties in learning to read. In fact,

1- several oE t e eight sociolinguistic studies funded by NIE', of which this is
4

one, were'd igned to address that question: The findihgs presented here suggest.

that we sho d not limit ourAattention0fo, or even, perhaps, concentrate our

attention on, hdult-child interactions' in e out-of-school setting. Interactions
'4

among children in play groups can prow e Us with valuable information about
, 5 /

how communication skills learned in informal settings may affect communicative

competence in the classroom. In particular, we need,to learn much more about

.16

,how language reception operates in these two settings. Such research could

make it possible for us eventually to help teach4rs to build classroom discus-

sion processes on children's Communicative competencies, rather thah on their

weaknesses.

3,3.
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